Leading Change from the Middle
2001-2007

“Any commander who fails to exceed his authority is not of much use to his subordinates.”

ADM Arleigh Burke
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• What did we help accomplish?
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- Enterprise deployment of National Graduate School Masters Program
- Enterprise certification of Toughbook tablet computer
- Enterprise deployment of MISLE Lite
- Enterprise deployment of CG Mission Planning and Execution System
- Enterprise approval for connecting cellular air cards to Coast Guard Data Network
- A more efficient and effective Coast Guard
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• More importantly, how did we do it?
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Collaboration between hundreds of Coast Guard men and woman, DOD and DHS partners, industry, and academic partners

Just a few that come to mind:

**Air Station Cape Cod Flight Mechanics, Rescue Swimmers, Storekeepers, and Yeoman**

Bill Imle, Geoff Abbott, Lil Maizer, Bob DeYoung, Bill Balsinger, Ryan Kowalske, Matt Carty, Tim Travis, Michael Krouse, Hank Davison, Paul Hastert, Stephen Hoogasian, Snake Clarke, Doug Robbins, Lou Williams, Rick Barone, Eric Ridge, Ed Friedman, Bob Gee, Robert Netsch, Ryan Wheeler, Joe Healy, Paul Deveau, Charlie Mathieu, Pete Batcheller, Bob Feigenblatt, Rick Christoffersen, Bill Saunders, Dorothy Winchell, Freda Anderson, Tom Sperduto, Bob Griffin, Bob Giffen, Mike Butler, Ralph Kohler, Bonnie Stratton, Dave Morgan, Mitch Morrison, Dave Sohn, Audrey Pfeiffer, Nancy Weiss, Dan Ronan, Jack Santucci, Chris Bailey, Michael Boykin, Toni Dineen
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Questions?

LCDR Chris Kluckhuhn
617-921-4891
508-360-4398
christopher.l.kluckhuhn@uscg.mil